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1. Introduction

TRIµP is a new facility at the Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI), Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands, which is presently being completed. The acronym
TRIµP stands for Trapped Radioactive Isotopes: µicro-laboratories for fun-
damental Physics [Wils 99]. Among the TRIµP objectives are the study of
the β-decay of radioactive nuclei and a search for a possible permanent elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) of particles, nuclei and atoms [Jung 02], [Jung 04],
[Wils 03], [Turk 00], [Berg 03a], [Berg 03b]. Both topics are well suited to im-
prove the limits of validity of the Standard Model (SM) in particle physics and
they have at the same time a robust discovery potential for eventual physics
beyond the SM.

This thesis concerns the preparations for precision β-decay studies. His-
torically, β-decay studies have been playing an important role in the develop-
ment of the SM [Herc 01], [Seve 06]. As an example, the first indication of the
existence of a neutrino was found by studying the β-decay spectrum. Later,
also parity violation was shown to occur in β-decays. Nowadays, β-decay is
described within the framework of the Electro-Weak interaction, which itself
is part of the SM [Lang 98]. Therefore, by studying precisely the details of
β-decays, deviations from the SM can be searched for. The potential of such
research to find physics beyond the SM in a complementary way to the route
pursued in high energy physics experiments has been recognized by the nu-
clear and the particle physics communities. This research is an integral part
of their long range planning [Symo 02], [Hara 04], [Akes 06]. The present
limits on non SM contributions to physical processes are rather tight and re-
flect present state of the art experimental possibilities. Improvements require
therefore novel approaches, in particular the application of new and special
experimental techniques. At the TRIµP facility such new experimental ap-
proaches are pursued. Among others atomic physics, nuclear physics and
particle physics techniques are combined in a single experiment. One of those
techniques is, e.g., the trapping of neutral atoms in atom traps consisting of
combined laser light beams and a magnetic field.

This work focuses in particular on two experimental aspects which are
central to reach new limits in β-decay studies. For the first of such experiments
at the TRIµP facility the isotope 21Na has been chosen. Here we are concerned
with the efficient production and separation of the radioactive particles using a
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of the TRIµP facility.

new magnetic separator facility. We explore the neutralization of the produced
ions and the subsequent trapping of the resulting atoms. Both issues are
indispensable prerequisites for a successful precision experiment with 21Na.

1.1 The TRIµP facility Concept

A schematic view of the TRIµP facility and the underlying concept
[Wils 07] is given in Fig. 1.1. For the isotope production beams from the
AGOR superconducting cyclotron are used. AGOR delivers heavy ion beams
with energies of about 10-100 MeV/u. Nuclides of interest, which are needed
for precision experiments, are produced typically in a target containing hy-
drogen, deuterium or helium gas. To separate the nuclides of interest from
the primary beam and other reaction byproducts a magnetic separator is em-
ployed. In this thesis we will discuss how the reactions can be chosen to
optimize the efficiency of the isotope production.

After the separator particles are decelerated in an ion catcher
[Will 06]. Particles from this device are cooled and bunched in a double Ra-
dio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) cooler-buncher. From this point particles
are transported to the experimental stations, where β-decay and other experi-
ments take place. This includes in particular setups with atom traps such as a
Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT), in which cold atoms are trapped in the center
of a three-dimensional magnetic quadrupole through the light forces from six
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pairwise counter-propagating laser beams. TRIµP is a multi-user facility and
able to accommodate setups for experiments of outside users. A first external
user experiment on 12C→ 3α decay has been successfully completed using the
unique features of the energetic clean secondary beams available right at the
exit of the separator [Pede 06].

1.2 Trapping of the Radioactive Atoms

In nuclear β-decay a neutrino (νe or νe) and β-particle (e+ or e−) are emitted.
The studies for putting limits on the SM require correlation measurements
between the β-particle and the neutrino. However, it is extremely difficult
to measure the neutrino due to the extremely small efficiency for neutrino
detection. This missing neutrino information can be recovered by measuring
the momentum of the recoiling nucleus. Having measured parameters of both
the β-particle and the recoil nucleus the kinematic information of the decay
can be complete. To measure the recoil with sufficient precision the decaying
sample of the particles should be pure and without substrate. A Magneto-
Optical Trap has certain advantages for such kind of studies. First of all,
atoms in such a trap can be maintained in a well defined position almost
at rest with a characteristic temperature of a few hundred µK. Atoms are
stored in the center of the MOT in a volume of about 1 mm3 and the decay
products are detected by a specially designed detector system, which consists
of a position and energy sensitive fast scintillation electron detector and an
electrostatic reaction microscope [Ban 05] with 4π solid angle for the recoiling
ion. This is very important since the recoil has typically only a fraction
of one keV kinetic energy while it is important that the full momentum of
the recoil can be detected. The second advantage is that after cooling and
trapping the atoms, the MOT can be turned off and the cold particles can
then be manipulated, for example they can be polarized. This aspect is
important for the β-decay and possible permanent Electrical Dipole Moment
(EDM) measurements planned within the TRIµP research programme. In
general trap systems have become very popular as a workhorse for precision
measurements.

For the β-decay experiment a double-trap system was chosen. The first
trap is designed to collect atoms which are formed by neutralizing ions coming
from the RFQ. It is optimized for maximal collection efficiency of the parti-
cles. The second trap is equipped with the necessary detectors for β-decay
measurement and optimized for this purpose. The transfer between the traps
is made by a push from an appropriately tuned laser beam pulse. The first
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trap we refer to as the accumulation trap, the second one as the decay trap. In
this work the accumulation trap is designed and tested. Various operational
characteristics and parameters have been studied.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The work of this thesis is concentrated around two important aspects of the
β-decay project: the optimal production of the 21Na isotope and the trapping
of these particles for the β-decay experiment. The isotope 21Na is chosen,
because it has a large physics potential and it is experimentally well accessible.
The outline of the thesis is as follows:

• In chapter 2 a short theoretical introduction into β-decay is given. Rel-
evant aspects of the SM are discussed. The main decay parameters,
which can be addressed in β-decay experiments are described together
with their relation to some models relating to possible physics beyond
the SM. The parameters which are most promising for “new physics”
searches are discussed. In particular a β−ν-correlation parameter mea-
surement is motivated.

• In chapter 3 an overview of recent experiments which address the search
for physics beyond the SM via β-decay studies is given. Experiments
that are in the process of being set up or which are already active are
reviewed. It turns out that 21Na is a promising candidate for β-decay
measurements.

• In chapter 4 a brief introduction to the TRIµP facility and its key el-
ements is given. The optimal reaction to produce 21Na in the TRIµP
facility has been identified in the framework of this thesis. We give an
extensive discussion of various different reaction mechanisms and of the
peculiarities of the reaction kinematics involved. The general discussion
is followed by a presentation of the data taken with the TRIµP separa-
tor. In order to verify the theoretical understanding of this device the
results are compared with predictions for the different reactions mecha-
nisms. Furthermore, improvements have been made to the ion catching
device after the separator, which is referred to as the thermal ionizer.
Here we have achieved in the context of this work a significant efficiency
enhancement over early stages in this project.

• In chapter 5 the neutralization of ions and the accumulation of atoms
in a trap is described. This point of research covered in this thesis is
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preceded by a description of the general principles of atomic cooling and
trapping. The design of the accumulation trap and its performance is
discussed in this chapter. The measured accumulator trap characteris-
tics are presented and evaluated. The parameters describing its opera-
tion are determined. Various ways of further possible improvements are
worked out.

• In chapter 6 a summary of the results and an outlook from the per-
spective of this thesis on upcoming β-decay experiments at TRIµP are
presented.
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